Interminable Meetings Found Ineffective for Treatment of COVID-19


ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

Since December 2019, when coronavirus disease 2019 (Covid-19) first emerged in Wuhan city hospital administrators have attempted to fight the spread of this global pandemic with use interminable meetings, but little is known about about their anti-viral efficacy.

METHODS

We performed an adaptive design block randomized trial of Interminable Meetings (IM) versus Getting Out of My Way and Letting Me Do My Job (GOMWLMMDMJ). Hospitals were randomized to either GOMWLMMDMJ or standard of care. Primary endpoints included time to actually care for patients, median stupid questions per unit hour, and level of clinician furious anger.

RESULTS

Over a median of 2.8 months of follow up IM was found to be ineffective for curing COVID-19. No patient centered outcome was found to be improved by IM. The primary-outcome event (actual patient care) increased by of 155.5% in the GOMWLMMDMJ group, and 942 of 978 (96.3%) administrators were found to have little or little-to-nothing to do. Wasting my time was found to decrease significantly [RR 0.60; 95% confidence interval [CI], 0.42 to 0.78; P=0.001].

28-day mortality was found to strongly favor a GOMWLMMDMJ strategy [hazard ratio, 1.90; 95% CI, 1.83 to 1.98; P=0.02], as was hospital LOS, 6 and 12; hazard ratio, 1.42; 95% CI, 1.10 to 1.84; P=0.007, and ill-conceived mandates by people who have not seen a patient in years were decreased by 89.3% [CI, 76.5% to 111.4%; P=0.02].

Of note powerpoint slide usage decreased significantly RR 0.44 confidence interval [CI], 0.42 to 0.76; P=0.001 as did time spent listening to some blowhard jabber on about some leadership book he once read while muted while trying to accomplish an actual task (3.2 hours CI, 1.1 to 9.6; P=0.03).

CONCLUSIONS

Interminable Meetings were found uniformly ineffective to the treatment of COVID-19. As such their continued role in treatment of the widening SARS-CoV-2 global pandemic should be minimized in favor of actual medicine. (Manuscript was written while listening to some blowhard jabber on about some leadership book he once read while muted.
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